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 ABSTRACT 
 
Block copolymer self-assembly presents a method for pattern and template 
application on the 10 to 50 nm length scale. However, the research in this area has 
been limited to the use of only one block copolymer per layer due to the damage and 
intermixing when spin coating of a second polymer layer. Here we propose a new 
method that neatly solves the intermixing problem by using a fluorinate photoresist 
and solvent system. The microdomain orientation within the block copolymer film can 
be controlled by solvent vapor annealing. And we also observed an improvement of 
the long-rang order of the microdomains by depositing the block copolymer into 
lithographical patterned trenches. This orthogonal patterning method allows for the 
deposition of multiple block copolymers, with ordered microdomains, adjacent to each 
other on the same layer. The self-assembled patterns can be transferred to the substrate 
and propose a potential route for the next-generation lithography.  
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!Figure! 1.6! Lamellar! structures! of! symmetric! PS1b1PMMA! on! topographically!patterned! substrate.! a)! The! sidewalls! are! preferentially! wetted! by! the! PS! block,!while!the!bottom!surface!is!made!neutral!to!both!blocks.!b)!Lamellar!microdomain!orients! parallel! to! the! bottom! surface.! c)! The! sidewalls! are! treated! with! neutral!brush! and! the! lamellar! morphology! ! of! b)! transforms! to! perpendicular! to! both!sidewall!and!bottom.!(Adapted!from!ref!71.!Copyright!2007!Wiley1VCH.)!! !
!17!
!!!!!!!
!Figure! 1.7! Schematic! flow! of! the! direct! self1assembly! using! chemical! guiding!patterns.!(Adapted!from!ref!79.!Copyright!2003!Nature!Publishing!Group.)!! !
!18!
copolymers[76178].!The!general!patterning!process!is!described!in!Figure!1.7[79].!They!patterned!the!photoresist!layer!using!extreme!ultraviolet!interferometric!lithography!(EUV1IL)!and!transferred!the!patterns!to!the!underlying!self1assembled!monolayer!(SAM).!!The!resulting!substrate!has!chemically!patterned!stripes!of!polar!and!nonpolar!regions!that!could!be!used!as!sites!to!attract!the!PMMA!and!PS!domains,!respectively.!Defect1free!alignment!of!perpendicular!oriented!lamellar!domain!over!large!areas!was!achieved!using!this!method.!!!
1.4#Summary##! The!self1assembly!of!block!copolymers!to!form!nanostructures!is!attractive!since!its!ability!to!readily!achieve!nanoscale!feature!size!over!large!areas!is!of!interest!in!many!research!fields.!These!nanostructures!can!be!made!as!nanodevices!themselves,!or!act!as!templates!for!the!fabrication!of!other!functional!materials.!!However,!there!is!still!a!great!deal!of!research!to!be!done!to!make!full!use!of!this!technique.!! Although!different!methods!to!control!orientation!and!improve!the!order!within!the!block!copolymer!films!have!been!described!in!this!chapter,!the!application!in!advanced!lithography!is!still!limited!by!defects!and!lack!of!long1range!order!of!the!self1assembled!morphology.!Future!work!is!still!needed!to!create!new!block!copolymer!systems!and!patterning!techniques!to!gain!better!control!of!the!domain!over!the!nanometer!scale.!!! The!continuous!pursuit!of!the!Moore’s!Law!reveals!our!demand!for!even!smaller!feature!size.!But!the!lower!size!limit!of!the!self1assembled!structures!is!
!19!
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